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Top Ten Intellectual Property (IP) Licensing Agreement
Drafting Tips
Drafting an effective Intellectual Property (IP) Licensing Agreement is more difficult than it
may seem. Here are some drafting tips to help you.

1. Draft Contract terms to avoid litigation.
Of paramount importance when drafting a contract is to avoid ending up in litigation. Draft
contract terms with this goal in mind. Litigation is a terrible way to resolve disputes. It is very
expensive, and even more importantly, it takes away your mental energy. While you are in
litigation you will have difficulty focusing on work and on your home life. They will both suffer.
Litigation results are unpredictable and somewhat random. Lawsuits are a good way to get a
final resolution of a dispute. But they are not designed to get the best possible resolution. Rather
they focus on 1) getting a resolution so that both parties can go on with their lives, 2) getting that
resolution in a somewhat timely manner, and 3) getting that resolution at a reasonable price to
the taxpayers who end up paying the costs of running the courthouse. Litigation results are never
satisfying to either party. What you often get is a vague ruling from a judge with a dollar figure
attached that seems to come out of the air.
My personal opinion is that the better contract attorneys are also litigators or have been
litigators in the past. They understand from first-hand experience the importance of drafting
contracts to avoid litigation. [By way of full disclosure I am both a litigator and a contract
attorney, so I may be biased.] Much of the rest of this top ten addresses ways to avoid litigation.

2. Put everything in writing.
All of the essential terms of your deal should be written down. A contract is a plan of action –
what the parties will do for each other. Think of it as a specialized business plan. Until you put
the steps of the plan in writing, it is hard to see if you have left anything out. Until you put the
plan in writing, it is hard to know if you and the other side are actually talking about the same
thing. People’s memories fade over time and people tend to remember agreements in their favor.
But they can not argue with the written word.
Remember to put things in writing even if you are licensing IP from yourself. Many founders
of companies have already created much of the IP that the company will use before the company
was founded. Who owns that IP? Under what terms can the company use that IP? This should be
clearly spelled out in writing.
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3. Use attorneys to draft documents.
Do not try to draft complex IP contracts yourself. Experienced IP attorneys know how to
draft IP contracts. They know what to include and what traps to avoid. They understand how to
draft a contract that works. I have heard and seen too many horror stories of clients who do it
themselves, often cutting and pasting from other licensing agreements. Several of my clients
ended up in litigation because they tried to save a little money by writing the licensing agreement
themselves. They did not do a very good job. When problems arose, they ended up paying me far
more to solve the problem through litigation than if they had just let the attorneys write the
contract in the first place.
Although I wish that you could just buy a form on-line or cut and paste from your last
contract, it does not work. Imagine what would happen if your attorney tried to write a software
program by cutting and pasting code from existing programs. It would be a disaster. Don’t try to
do the attorney’s job with a cut and paste job either.

4. Face problem areas up front.
It is human nature to want to avoid conflict. There is the hope that if you delay a problem it
will go away. But it does not work. The problem does not go away, it just gets worse. If there is a
problem area between the parties, deal with it now. The time to discuss it and resolve the
differences is at the beginning of the relationship. The problem will come up, and if it comes up
later, your options are more limited, and you are much more likely to be unable to resolve the
dispute and end up in litigation, which is something you want to avoid, see #1 above.
I negotiated a contract where the other side agreed to a contract term regarding the payment
of licensing fees from existing licenses. My client knew that the actual payment according to this
term would end up being over one million dollars, while the other party thought it would be
around $100,000. I insisted that my client disclose this fact up front and redraft the contract term.
They gave up their legal claim to one million dollars, but the other side was never going to pay
that amount anyway. Instead they negotiated a fee that both sides thought was fair, and they
avoided litigation

5. Plan for the unexpected.
A contract should be a plan of action. But a contract should also deal up front with what will
happen if the unexpected happens. What if things do not go according to plan? How should the
parties deal with the unexpected? It is far easier to come to agreement on how to deal with the
unexpected at the start of the relationship then after the unexpected has already happened.
A client of mine drafted his own license agreement against my advice. He was to distribute
the other party’s software. Both sides were counting on the other party releasing a major upgrade
to the software shortly after the agreement was signed. My client made a major investment in
setting up his business in anticipation of the major upgrade. I asked him what would happen if
the major upgrade did not happen. He insisted that it would and he did not have to worry about
that, and he refused to plan for the unexpected. Three years later when the upgrade had still not
been released, he came back to me and we ended up litigating the issue of what happens now.
Go over your plan of action and try to think what could go wrong and what would happen if
it did. This is another reason to use attorneys. We see lots of cases when things have gone wrong,
and we are used to thinking that way. Clients rarely come back to their attorney to tell them the
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agreement worked exactly as planned. It is only when something goes wrong that they call their
attorney. So attorneys are used to thinking about and planning for the unexpected.

6. Make the terms fair.
If the contract terms are fair and reasonable, you are far less likely to have a dispute. You
certainly want to try to negotiate a contact that is in your favor. But if the contract terms are too
one-sided in favor of one party, the other party is less likely to want to perform, and you are
more likely to end up in a dispute. Do you want to be in the IP licensing business or the litigation
business? If you want to be in the IP licensing business, then draft a contract with reasonable
terms so that both sides are able and willing to perform. That way you are not likely to end up in
litigation.
There is a difference between a contract that is a good deal for you, and one that is a totally in
your favor. Many attorneys try to get the most one-sided contract that they can. They are not
doing their clients any favors. They are just setting their clients up to end up in litigation.
When possible, build incentives towards compliance. Don’t just say that a new version is due
by a certain date, say that there is an extra payment if the project is done on time, and the
payment goes down if the new version is late.

7. Be wary of multiple agreements and/or attachments.
Sometimes a deal consists of multiple agreements and/or an agreement with attachments and
schedules. If so, then think through how they will work together. Too often the agreements are
negotiated as separate contracts even though together they constitute one deal. Attachments are
often added as an afterthought, after the negotiations are finished. Do all of the documents make
sense together? Are they consistent? What happens if one of the deals falls apart, and the others
do not? One way to avoid potential problems is to make separate deals that stand on their own
whenever possible.
I had a client who wanted to sell her IP to another company. She got a small lump sum
payment and a favorable employment agreement with the new company, with salary bonuses tied
to the success of the IP. She considered her new job to be part of the compensation for selling the
IP. I told her that these deals did not work well together. She should sell the IP for what it is
worth, and sign an employment agreement for what she is worth. She did not take my advice.
She did not last long at the new company, and is now suing them to them to get her IP back.

8. Say it in plain English.
There is no need for a contract to use secret lawyer language that no one else can understand.
Say it in plain English. If you don’t know what it means, ask. There are plenty of times when I
read something prepared by an attorney, and I have no idea what it means, so I ask them to
rewrite it.
Define technical terms, even if the parties know what they mean. It is fine to use acronyms,
abbreviations, and initials in an early draft of a contract. But the final version of the contract
should make sense to anyone, not just those in the know. First, there is less agreement on those
shorthand terms than you may realize. Second, if there is a disagreement about the contract, the
legal standard is what it would mean objectively to a normal person reading the contract, not
what it means to the tech people. You never know who will be reading the agreement and trying
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to understand how it works. Remember that if you end up in litigation the ultimate arbiter will be
a Judge, and most Judges have very limited technical knowledge.
The clearer a document is, the more likely both sides will understand it, and the more likely
both sides will be able to honor the terms of the contract, and the less likely that there will be
misunderstandings and litigation.

9. Make sure you are agreeing to the same terms.
When you think you have finished negotiating and you have come to an agreement, make
sure you and the other party have agreed to the same terms. In the very old days, invoices and
purchase agreements would fly back and forth by mail or personal delivery. A while back faxes
would fly back and forth. Today it is usually emails and email attachments. It is very easy to
think you have agreed to the same terms, when you are actually each referring to a different
version of the contract. This type of misunderstanding happens more often than you might think.
Make sure that you know what version you are agreeing to. When you think you have an
agreement, pull all the contract terms together in one document and make it clear that this is the
version you are all agreeing to.

10. Make sure the contract fits your particular needs.
Keep in mind what you are trying to accomplish with your new agreement. Too often
clients and their attorneys jump right in and start to write the standard contract, whether it fits
what the client needs or not. I always try to start with asking my client “what are trying to
accomplish here?” Then I draft a contract that fits the client’s needs.
There are times when a creative solution is better than that standard boilerplate. My favorite
example is a telephone company with commercial clients. The telephone company would often
end up in billing disputes over $3,000 to $5,000 dollars with its customers. This was not enough
money to justify litigation. Besides, the company did not want to alienate its customers. So the
telephone company wrote into its contract that there was mandatory arbitration of billing
disputes. But the result of the arbitration was only binding on the telephone company. If the
customer did not like the result, the customer could still file a lawsuit. The customers were more
than willing to go along with this contract term. It turned out that customers rarely took their
claims to court even when they lost. The client really just wanted to have a voice, a chance to
have their say. The telephone company had a fast and inexpensive way to resolve its dispute and
keep its customers satisfied.
Write a contract that is easy to understand, fits your needs, is reasonably fair to both sides,
and is likely to avoid litigation.
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Top Ten Legal Mistakes Entrepreneurs Make (and how to avoid them) (pdf file): Advice on
how to avoid the most common legal mistakes that entrepreneurs make when starting and
growing a business.
Intellectual Property (IP) Licensing Agreements Top Ten (pdf file): The ten most important
factors you should keep in mind when drafting licensing agreements.
Legal Issues for Online Sellers (pdf file): An overview of the legal issues you need to be aware
of as an online seller.
Legal Issues for Online Publishers (pdf file): An overview of the legal issues you need to be
aware of as an online publisher.
Publications for Artists
Copyright Basics (pdf file): A brief overview of Copyright law - the basic form of legal
protection for most artistic works, including maximizing protection for your works, copying
someone's else's works, recent changes in copyright law and the impact of the Internet.
Dangerous Talk: Speech and the Law (pdf file): A basic overview of speech law, including the
ongoing battle between the constitutional protections of First Amendment Free Speech and
Freedom of the Press versus restrictions on criminal and obscene speech, personal liability for
harmful effects of speech, defamation (libel and slander), and rights of privacy and publicity, and
how this balance is changing in the post September 11th world.
Publication and other Literary Contracts (pdf file): An overview of publication contracts and
agent agreements, including what to ask for and what to look out for. Also covers the basics of
simple contracts you should be writing in the course of the ordinary day-to-day business of being
a writer.
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Electronic Rights and the Writer (pdf file):A guide to the ever changing world of electronic
rights for writers. The Publishing Market is increasingly turning to electronic distribution on the
Internet, computers, E-books, cell phones, iPads and other types of mobile electronic devices. In
a way this is the new wild west for writers. Because it is a market that is expanding rapidly and
changing all the time, the rules regarding electronic rights are also changing all the time.
Publications of General Interest
Top Ten Intellectual Property (IP) Law Traps (pdf file) Intellectual property (IP) law is a
deceptively complex area of law. IP law is very rules based, and the rules vary depending on the
type of IP protection. Non-IP attorneys and individuals who attempt to practice IP law without
the assistance of an IP attorney often run into trouble. This article presents ten common traps.
For additional advice and commentary on Law, Business, the Internet, Society, and Social
Responsibility, check out Gary’s law blog at http://marshall2law.com
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you do not change this article in any way or create a derivative work (edit, delete, alter, transform
or build upon this work). These conditions may be waived if you get written permission from the
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mentioned in this article are the property of their respective owners.
This article is not intended to be a substitute for personalized legal advice. I have presented
only an overview of the legal issues. There are many nuances and some exceptions to these
general legal principles. The Law can vary from state to state. This general legal advice may not
apply in your state. The law is constantly changing, especially in the areas addressed in this
article. In addition, real problems are usually very fact based. This brochure may contain
descriptions of legal experiences and outcomes of prior cases. Each legal matter is composed of
unique issues and these examples are not intended to promise nor do they guarantee future
results. Every situation is different and the law may apply differently depending on the specific
facts of your case. This brochure and any discussion with the author or talks by the author related
to this brochure do not create an attorney-client relationship. If you have a specific legal
problem, you should consult an attorney.
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